Bedford & District Cat Club – 25/04/15
Mrs Di Brown
Congratulations to Sally and her team on an excellent show this year with so many
quality cats to judge it was an absolute pleasure, my thanks for the judging invitation.
Thank you Zoe for stewarding for me, you did an excellent job so I hope you enjoyed
your day, and I look forward to the next time
A.V. Imperial Grand Champion Female
What a class! 8 quality ladies, I was so spoilt for choice.
Oly – Burns’ OSIGC SUPASOFT SOMATIX TYGALILY (SOL n) F 09/03/10.
Gorgeous showy lady with excellent overall balance. Moderate wedge with very
good width between her large broad-based and tufted ears, slight nose break, firm
chin, bite a little untidy with a couple of incisors missing but level. Lovely eyes for
shape set and expression, outlined in black and with a wonderful shade of rich
emerald green. Elegant neck with a firm and muscular body of medium length, long
legs and neat well tufted oval paws, long full brush tail to balance. Rich colouring to
coat with apricot undercoat and excellent clear black ticking throughout, showing
three bands of colour. Shorter over shoulders but otherwise medium in length overall
with full ruff and knickerbockers, soft and fine in texture with good density and lying
close to body. Excellent to handle and excellently presented.
R – Chapman-Bear’s IGRCH CATAMARIAN EVITA (BUR a) F 13/08/10.
Another lovely lady, she ran the winner close. Short wedge, wide at the cheek bones
and tapering to a blunt muzzle, gently rounded top of head with good width between
broad-based rounded tipped ears of medium size and beautifully set. Slightly rounded
brow with good nose break, super deep chin that lines up with the nose tip and a level
bite. Wicked expression to eyes of correct shape and set with the preferred golden
yellow colour. Medium length body with a lovely firm and well muscled feel to it,
slender limbs and neat oval paws, slightly tapered tail with rounded tip to balance.
Soft mid blue coat showing the desired silver sheen to the slightly darker face ears
and feet, paler underbody, excellent for texture, short satin-like and glossy. Perfect
temperament and presented in top condition.
Also considered – Ensor’s IGDCH KITTAH ARTEMIS (SBI f) F 10/08/08.
Lovely size and substance to this very attractive lady. Very good head type and her
eye colour is excellent. Warm seal points beautifully mingled with rich reds, even
mitts to front paws and symmetrical gauntlets to the hind that finish just below the
hock. Long silky coat with full ruff to face, minimal for tonal shading Very sweet
tempered.
Jamieson’s IGDCH HAVENHOUSE ELISE (RAG a 21) F 13/05/11. Such a pretty
girl quite dainty in appearance but deceptively well muscled and weighty. Broad head
with flat plane between her nicely furnished ears, good profile chin and bite. Very
good eye shape set and colour. Pretty pale blue tabby markings on pale beige agouti
ground. Bluish white coat with almost no shading to speak of, medium in length with
good density, showing full ruff and pantaloons. Very gentle

Thompson’s UK OBIGC CHRISAN KARA MIA (CRX ns 03) F 25/07/08. A
lovely elegant girl, she just missed out today and was third in this class. Very good
head and ears. Oval eyes perhaps a touch bold in expression, gold in colour. Long
lithe body with balancing tail. Perfect coat, beautifully rexed throughout with the
silver undercoat peeping out between the black curls that looked like corn rows - very
attractive. Excellent to handle
Tegg’s IGDCH BLOOMERS BELCHAMPE BROOKS (BUR h) F 02/07/10. I
have come across this lady in my class before and she was unlucky again today. A
very nice big strong girl with excellent rich warm chocolate colouring and distribution
of tortie reds, and gorgeous coat texture. Excellent to handle.
Brock’s UK & OSIGC KARAMUSHI TUTI FRUITY (SIA f) F 04/08/07. One of
my favourite Siamese ladies, she has the most beautiful eyes although the colour is
beginning to fade out a touch with age, she has a slight dip to profile now and has
become a little square in the muzzle. That said I still love her, she is still very lovely
and has a temperament to die for.
Stokes’ UK & OBIGC LITTLEFEAT POWDERFINGER (SIA f) F 05/03/10.
Beautiful Siamese lady with excellent head type and ear set, marginal bump to back
of skull. Excellent body type, very long and firm toned with good tail. Very dark seal
tortie points well mingled on all points and with some good rich red on her ears. A
little shy so doesn’t show herself as well as she could, but handled well.
Chinchilla & Shaded Silver Kitten
1st BOB w/h – Cohen-Randall’s TASHIAMOUR JOYFUL DREAMER (PER ns)
M 22/08/14. A lovely kitten for type and nicely developed for his age. Very good
head type with neat round tipped and well furnished ears, set wide and low on the
skull. Smooth rounded forehead, short snub nose with full brick red nose leather
outlined in black, strong chin and muzzle, bite considerably undershot and as he is 8
months old and has changed his teeth I did not feel I could award the BOB today.
Round eyes, bold and expressive, colour a promising green outlined in black. Weighty
medium length body, has good bone to limbs, short well furnished brush tail. Shading
to body and flanks very even and goes a quarter down the hair shaft, face, limbs and
top of tail show minimal tipping, pure white chest tummy and undercoat. Coat frames
the face well, is full over the shoulders and down the chest, and stands well away
from the body with fine silky texture. Excellent show preparation and temperament.
British Orange-Eyed White Adult
CC & BOB – Palme’s SKELLUM MYSTICS ICE CUBE (BRI W 62) M
16/05/14. A very young male, immature but not unacceptably so for 11 months, and
he has promise. Round head with cheeks coming along nicely, head as yet to broaden
but ears fairly small and nicely set. Round eyes fairly open in expression and a lovely
mid copper colour. Rounded forehead with a short nose and pink nose leather, firm
chin, bite just about level. Adolescent body that was weighty and substantial, short
strong limbs and medium length tail with rounded tip. Pristine white coat a trifle long
and could be denser but has a hint of crispness to it. Excellent temperament, Mum
needs to clean his eyes for better presentation.

A.C. British Colourpointed Neuter
BOB – Berry’s PR HYSSOPUSS SUGAR RUSH (BRI c 21 33) FN 21/05/13. A
large cobby girl with very good British type. Round apple head with good width
between neat small round tipped ears that are set well. Full cheeks, rounded forehead
and short neat nose, firm chin, bite, marginally under. Round eyes with open
expression and clear blue colour. Weighty cobby body with short legs and round
paws, tail medium in length with rounded tip to balance. Attractive mid lilac tabby
markings with clear “m” to brow and evenly spaced tail rings, paler bracelets to
limbs. Magnolia coat with medium tonal shading to back, a little long and marginally
soft in texture, density could be better but she is changing her coat and beginning to
lose hair. Excellent temperament and presentation.
Oriental Black Adult
CC & BOB – Freeman’s MESBELLES GIFT FROM NATUCHE (OSH n) F
07/06/14. A stylish and well balanced girl. Medium length wedge with very good
width to top line, and lovely large jug handled ears set to follow. Profile almost
straight, just a small bump near the end of the nose, firm chin, bite rather uneven but
basically level, small pinch to muzzle. Well defined neck-line and a long slender but
firm toned body, long spidery limbs and a long whip tail to balance. Jet black coat,
sound to roots, short sleek and close lying with lovely texture. Handled well and was
excellently presented
Oriental Longhair Adult
BOB – Hart & James’ CH PIPPASTRO INFAMOUS ECCLES (62 20h) F
22/11/12. A neat and overall well balanced queen without undue exaggeration.
Shorter wedge with good top of head, ears just about large enough, neatly furnished
and very well set. Oriental eye shape and set with sweet expression and olive green
colour. In profile there is a slight dip to nose, chin lines up and the bite is level. An
attractive mix of rich red tortie and darker chocolate ticked based shaded pattern, (she
shows a skull cap and has narrow banding to her limbs), clear paler undercoat well up
the hair shaft. Coat on body good for length but plume only reasonably furnished,
overall texture silky and fine. A dear lady excellently presented.

Cambridgeshire Cat Club – 25/04/15
A.C. British Premier Neuter Female
GD PC – Bujlaska-Axon’s CH & PR DELPHINIUM SWEATHEART (BRI ns
24) FN 01/04/10. A big strong lady neuter of excellent British type. Round head with
excellent full cheeks and beautifully rounded muzzle to complete the picture.
Rounded forehead with short broad nose, chin lines up and the bite is level, neat
small round tipped ears set wide and fitting the head just right. Excellent open
expression to eyes of clear paler green. Short strong neck with a strong cobby body
for a female, short limbs large round paws and a medium length tail with rounded to
balance. Jet black spotted pattern on pale silver ground, minimal for brindling and
tarnishing, some sight linkage to spotting behind the forelimbs but otherwise nicely
rounded and they are, impressively for a silver cat, almost sound. Coat marginally
long but has good density and crispness to it. Excellent temperament and presentation.
R - Berry’s PR HYSSOPUSS SUGAR RUSH (BRI c 21 33) FN 21/05/13. (See
Bedford report)
Black Silver Tabby Adult
CC & BOB – Kidd’s TEMPESTA ENCHANTINGELEANOR (BRI ns 22) F
19/02/14. An attractive girl of good British type, with good size and development for
age. Round head with full cheeks and medium sized round tipped ears set well apart
and fitting the contours of the head. Gentle rounded curve to forehead with a short
neat nose, chin firm and bite just about level. Excellent open expression to eyes of
quite a strong hazel colour. Weighty body a little adolescent rangy at present, short
strong limbs and medium length tail. Jet black tabby pattern shows all the key
elements, well defined butterfly, three spine lines with central line rather narrow, very
large round oysters are almost compete, necklaces to chest, uneven rings to tail,
banding to limbs and spots to toes. Coat a little long and soft in texture today but is
reasonably dense. An easy girl to handle and excellently presented. I understand this
makes her a Champion today, many congratulations.
Oriental Bicolour Adult
CC & BOB – Reed’s BLANC NUAGE INVASION (IMP) (OSH F 03 33) F
11/02/14. A very beautiful lady, although her language is somewhat less than ladylike. Super head, very stylish indeed with broad top line and very large wide based
ears set wide and flowing the lines of the head. Strong almost straight profile with a
firm chin and level bite. Wicked expression to eyes with excellent depth of blue for a
Bicolour. Well defined neck with a long very slender body that ideally could have
more coverage over the spine but she has probably been calling, long elegant limbs
neat spoon paws and a long whippy tail to balance. Attractive seal tortie and white
points with tonal shading to body. At first glance she appears to lack the required
third white but as she has a large white patch that covers the groin area, along with
the white on her face chest limbs and tummy I think she just meets the criteria. Too
lovely not to really. Coat length good with close lying texture. Handled well despite
her rude words. Champion on the day I understand, many congratulations.
END OF REPORT

